Each mission to space has an official mission patch designed by the crew that they wear on the front of their flight suit. It may include the mission number, the vehicle they travel in, and the crewmembers’ names. It may also include images of things that make their mission different from others or tasks the crewmembers will perform.

You will design a mission patch for Destined for Mars!

Materials:
You might use:
- Paper, felt, scissors, something to draw/color with
- A computer or tablet to use clip art or to draw with

Before You Get Started:
Visit https://www.abemblem.com/serves/astronauts/ and http://www.esa.int/About_Us/ESA_history/European_human_spaceflight_patches to see some different mission patches and get ideas for yours!

Design Your Patch:
1. List the things you want to include on your patch design.
2. Sketch a few ideas
3. Draw (or make) your final design
4. Take a picture of your final design and include it on your slide this week!